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Date Lockington Parish Council Concern Comments Current Status

1 09/10/2023 Dead Lane/Thorpe TROD -  continuation of ongoing repairs, re scalpings from Crake House to the 

back corner of the garden/house on Thorpe

Will be completed when work ongoing in the local area Will be completed when work in the area ongoing.

Follow up with MB June 24.

2 09/10/2023 Dead Lane drains – camera inspection results?

Dead Lane. An attempt had been made to jet the lower drain by Chapel street behind the Village 

Hall. But this had been unsuccessful as the equipment was not sufficient. 	

Camera inspection found no obstructions in the underground pipework.

ERYC said they would have another go but suspected the drains up the 

lane may be only soakaway drains, not connected to any pipeline to the 

Beck. This would explain why they are not full of water after rain but do 

not appear to be "running". Excess surface water runs into the Beck 

along the road.

4.12.23 - Spoke to Mike Brown, he said drain had 

been inspected and he is going to send me a 

report.

7.1.24 Update: Clerk wrote to highways 

engineer to get conformation of camera 

inspection.

10.1.24 Response from MB -  Camera 

inspection was NOT done camera vehicle to 

big for Dead Lane. Highways Engineer trying to 

3 09/10/2023 Aike, at the junction of Aike Lane and Chapel Lane (Post carrying electrical wires). This item will go on the highways list (it is not safety critical). Check back with Highways June 2024

4 09/10/2023 Locking TROD – current condition and ongoing maintenance. The TROD will be cut and weed controlled twice per year. LPC to monitor - ongoing.

5 09/10/2023 The Culvert under Thorpe from the electric pole to East Thorpe Cottage is blocked. ERYC will jet the pipe that runs under the road. 4.12.23 - Spoke to Mike Brown, he said the drain 

had been cleared.

6 09/10/2023 Highway repair required at Station Road (severe dip in highway), just before the Wilfholme turning. ERYC will erect an ‘Uneven Road’ sign. Follow Up mid 2024

7 09/10/2023  Church Lane/Thorpe corner grass bank errosion repairs. This item will go on the highways list (it is not safety critical). Unlikely to be undertaken

8 09/10/2023 30 mph sign missing from Church Lane. ERYC will fit a new 30 mph sign, where on is currently missing (outside 

51A)

Follow Up January 2024

9 09/10/2023 Request for a ‘Dead-End’ sign at Crake House Lockington (Dead Lane) Not safety critical. Unlikely to be undertaken

10 09/10/2023 Request for the ‘Dead-End’ sign at Wilfholme Lane to be relocated to the other side of the road 

(motorist confused which way is the dead end).

This cannot be relocated to the other side of the road, re oncoming 

traffic. However, it can be relocated further down the road. This will be 

done by ERYC.

Follow Up May2024

11 09/10/2023 Request for a ‘No Turning beyond this Point’ sign at junction Aike Lane/Chapel Lane. ERYC cannot place a sign here as this is a public highway. However, the 

PC can erect a sign.

No further action with ERYC

12 09/10/2023 Aike speed limit request for 20mph. Also sign to read “Slow Down for Animals & Children”. This is a request for the ERYC Traffic and Parking Team. Mike will send 

email address to GR.

Outstanding

13 09/10/2023 Lockington Highway flooding issue The Parish Council explained the priority now is the pipe under the road 

at the east end of Front Street (by entrance to Grants field). 

This will be jetted by ERYC. Mike Brown has forwarded the report to the 

Flood Team within ERYC. 

LPC - Further investigation has found that this pipe despite have a meter 

wide brick archway, one yard in is only an eight-inch pipe.

This diameter pipe could not possibly take the volume of water routed 

to it on the 18th September.

Underground pipework on Front Street to be jetted (East end of High 

Bridge).

4.12.23 - Spoke to Mike Brown,  the 8" pipe is 

obsturcted but running. Funding has been 

requested for a 24" pipe to replace the 8".

20.10.23 - Further highway flooding occoured.

10.1.24 - ERYC have agreed to replace the 8 inch 

pipe under the road with a 24 inch pipe (April 24). 

Clerk wrote to MB on 10.1.24 to get clarification re 

manhole pipe outlet size!

14 09/10/2023 Aike Highway flooding. Road flooding just outside Aike re blocked drain discussion on sit 

(possible blocked drain and/or drains somewhere else, request for map 

of drainage)? 

Follow Up February 2024

16 09/10/2023 ERYC to confirm drainage responsibilities at Bealeys Lane Mike Brown to follow up Follow Up November 2023

17 29.10.23 Water from Dead Lane takes a short cut to Thorpe, overflowing the ditch alongside Thorpe Leys and 

flooding properties 26/28 & 30 Thorpe. If a larger ditch could be dug along side the hedge of 26 

Thorpe, it would mitigate flooding of these houses.

(JG has dug a ditch alongside his hedge with the agreement of the tenants. However an expansion 

of this would have to be undertaken by the tenants. In conversation they have intimated to JG that 

they might be prepared to use a small digger to do this. He has asked that the LPC write to the 

estate and the tenants on the following lines).

With reference to the potential flooding of No 26,28 and 30 Thorpe, Lockington the householders 

are grateful for our prompt response to the flooding on the adjacent field and the excavations you 

understood in order to understand the issue. 

As a result, it is felt that the only measure that would significantly reduce the risk in the short term 

would be to enlarge the ditch dug by hand by the adjacent householder Mr Gridley. Could we 

please ask you to consider undertaking this in order to reduce the risk of flooding for these three 

householders and provide a defined exit for the water on the, hopefully, rare occasions when they 

are at risk.

GR - John/Andrew - Does this mean you want me to write to the 

estate?

Who is the tennant - name/address/email?

Email sent to Hothem Estates 8.12.23

20.12.23 - Site meeting to set up

18 General The new drainage installed  at  Front Street works well, but this is overwhelmed when the east end 

of Front Street floods, rendering the new drainage useless (This was a significant  investment by 

ERYC).

Not applicable For information only. See line item 13 above.

19 30.11.23 Manhole Cover adjacent to 18 Front Street Lockington Entered on 'my accont' and email sent to Mike Brown. 4.12.23 - Spoke to Mike Brown, he said an engineer 

had been to inspect the manhole and this will be 

followed up as necessary.

20 20.12.23 Damaged bridge across Bryan Mills Beck at the Church Simon Parker has been to inspect the bridge. 30.11.23 - Simon Parker informed, he has been to 

inspect the bridge.

20.12.23 - Another email sent  as a reminder. In 

email asked if the bridge should be closed off.

See response from ERYC  21.12.23 in 'column F

21.12.23 - Response from ERYC. The bridge has 

been checked. It has moved from its original 

location due to flood water. It is not considered 

necessary to close the bridge at this time.

I will continue to monitor the condition and should 

it need to be closed we will do so.

Whilst I have now moved the replacement of the 

bridge up our priority list It may be some time 

before the works are completed.

Follow up with SP June 24
21 7.1.24 Damaged road edge @ Kinwick Lane Lockington my account' Reference: DKF575221886 (7.1.24) Check back with Highways June 2024

22 7.1.24 Damaged road edge @ Aike Lane Aike my account' Reference:DKF575224319   (7.1.24) Check back with Highways June 2024
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Flooding Events 2023

East end of Front Street (FS) was the worse. Sending water west down FS and flooding west end

Dead Lane & Thorpe low level flooding. West end ok. East end starting to flood.

Thorpe and Dead Lane serious flooding. Serious flooding at FS west end, very little east end

@ 1100 hrs - East End and Front End of Front Street flooded, middle of Front Street ok. Thorpe 

minimal flooding. Bealys Lane farea floodimg.


